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One of advertising’s all-time greats, Mary Wells Lawrence, shows us the American ad world from the 1950s
through the 1980s in all its brilliance, excitement, fun and craziness.

She captures the thrill of being a young copywriter in the 1960s at Doyle Dane Bernbach, working for the
dazzling, revolutionary Bill Bernbach (“There was something volcanic [about him] . . . a little like being in
the company of Mao or Che or the young Fidel”); how he took on a car rental firm that barely existed,
announced to the world it was Number Two and therefore it tried harder—and overnight made the unknown
Avis second only to the mighty Hertz; how Bernbach’s “Think Small” campaign made big car–obsessed
America fall in love with the unlikely Volkswagen; how his Polaroid ads explained the mysterious instant
camera to the public without saying a word.

She writes about leaving Doyle Dane Bernbach (for seven years her Heaven on earth) for a new ad company,
and how she made it her own, producing the simple and unforgettable “Plop Plop Fizz Fizz” Alka-Seltzer
commercial by getting rid of the cartoon tablet, Speedy, and creating a frothy, luminous commercial
composed of nothing but two Alka-Seltzers dropping into a crystal glass of water; how she gave Braniff
Airways brilliant visibility by painting its airplanes fresh, vivid colors—and then fell in love with and
married the head of the company.

She writes about her campaign for the French tourist bureau and how she used a single image—a country
man on a bicycle—that today is still the symbol of France’s rural life . . . how she traveled the world for
Betty Crocker’s casserole dishes, how she brought theatricality and fantasy to TV advertising.

She tells how she started Wells Rich Greene and ran it like a movie studio. She writes about the clients and
the campaigns . . . how she created a new line of cosmetics—Love—for a conservative drug company (it
became one of the most successful cosmetics launches in history) . . . how she helped save American Motors
from bankruptcy, redesigned its cars and put together an ad campaign that did the unthinkable—compared its
unknown Javelin with Ford’s beloved Mustang . . . how Midas was “Midasized”. . . how, when thousands of
Ford dealers had gone out of business, the Ford ads focused
not on Ford’s cars but on the dedication of its workers, with the slogan “Quality is Job One”; how she made
New York the place to be when it was seen as a sinking ship, with the slogan “I Love New York.”

She writes about taking Wells Rich Greene public and how she became the first woman CEO of a company
on the New York Stock Exchange . . . how she made a movie with the last of the Hollywood moguls, Jack
Warner. She tells how she transformed a dilapidated, once-famous villa, La Fiorentina, at Cap Ferrat (a Nazi
stronghold during the war) into a Mediterranean Eden, and writes about her battle with cancer. She talks
about her refusal to globalize Wells Rich Greene and her decision, finally, to sell the company she’d built
into the fastest-growing ad agency in history, and what happened to it afterward.

Here is the extraordinary story of how Mary Wells Lawrence lived her life in advertising—helped shape her
profession, was shaped by it and left her mark on it.
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From reader reviews:

David Conte:

What do you think of book? It is just for students because they're still students or the item for all people in
the world, exactly what the best subject for that? Just simply you can be answered for that issue above. Every
person has several personality and hobby per other. Don't to be pressured someone or something that they
don't need do that. You must know how great and also important the book A Big Life in Advertising. All
type of book could you see on many options. You can look for the internet resources or other social media.

Travis Davis:

Information is provisions for anyone to get better life, information today can get by anyone at everywhere.
The information can be a information or any news even an issue. What people must be consider when those
information which is inside former life are challenging be find than now is taking seriously which one is
suitable to believe or which one the resource are convinced. If you find the unstable resource then you
understand it as your main information you will have huge disadvantage for you. All of those possibilities
will not happen within you if you take A Big Life in Advertising as the daily resource information.

Melinda McKinney:

Reading can called brain hangout, why? Because if you find yourself reading a book mainly book entitled A
Big Life in Advertising your head will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each aspect that
maybe unfamiliar for but surely will become your mind friends. Imaging every single word written in a
publication then become one web form conclusion and explanation in which maybe you never get before.
The A Big Life in Advertising giving you a different experience more than blown away your thoughts but
also giving you useful information for your better life with this era. So now let us show you the relaxing
pattern here is your body and mind will be pleased when you are finished examining it, like winning a sport.
Do you want to try this extraordinary spending spare time activity?

Staci Luton:

A lot of reserve has printed but it takes a different approach. You can get it by web on social media. You can
choose the best book for you, science, comedian, novel, or whatever by means of searching from it. It is
referred to as of book A Big Life in Advertising. You can contribute your knowledge by it. Without making
the printed book, it may add your knowledge and make an individual happier to read. It is most important
that, you must aware about e-book. It can bring you from one spot to other place.
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